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The current hot debate in this country is did humans evolve from animals or
not? The Darwin theory of Evolution states that we humans have evolved
from apes so one would assume that human possess a certain degree of
animal instincts but as the civilisation is evolving, it seems that humans are
getting more brutal and ruthless than the animals themselves.
The ongoing war in Syria, The Afghani War, The Indo- Pak Conflict,
Terrorism, Women and Child Trafficking, Riots, Civil wars, Protests have
dominated headlines in the first 18years of the 21st century. The Headlines of
today have been screaming in our face with news such as “MAN FATALLY
SHOT IN ROAD RAGE INCIDENT IN MIAMI”, INDIANS
ATTACKED IN US”. “WAR CLAIMS LIVES IN SYRIA”. “MAN
CAUGHT MOLESTING GIRL CHILD”.
Humans were created to live in peace and harmony so that they can live a
wonderful life but the power of greed, money and domination has
outsmarted the human beings. The people of the world are beating,
maiming and killing each other for unfathomable reasons. The stress of
modern life is resulting in people losing their cool on the slightest of
provocations leading them to commits acts of violence and murder. One of
the biggest reasons of rape and molestation of women is the availability of
cheap internet, which is leading people to visit pornography sites and thus
causing harm to young women in the world. With these ongoing activities
of violence and devastation in today’s world the only question which
remains unanswered is that IS HUMANITY STILL ALIVE IN THIS
MORTAL WORLD??
Mahatma Gandhi once said “You must not lose faith in humanity.
Humanity is an ocean; if a few drops of the ocean are dirty, the ocean does
not become dirty”. Humanity can be defined as quality of being human; the
peculiar nature of man, by which he is distinguished from other beings.
Being human does not mean that an individual possesses humanity.
If you want to understand the quality of humanity in an individual take note
of what he does for people who give noting back in return to the favour they
have offered.

Humanity has still not lost in this mortal world there are still people in this
world who believe in saving humanity at all costs providing all the necessary
help which can be provided. NGOS and Human Rights based organisations
have been working hard towards the development of mankind and securing
a better future in the world. Movements such BETI BACHAO AND BETI
PADHAO & MARD provide safety and security to women in India so that
they can all have a better tomorrow. The United Nations has been providing
their full support towards protecting mankind with the United Nations
Human Rights Council or the UNHRC is an inter-governmental body
responsible for promoting and protecting human rights around the world.
Philanthropist is a person who seeks to promote the welfare of others
especially by the generous donation of money to good causes. One such
philanthropist is Bill Gates who has donated 4.6 Billion Dollars to his
personal charity The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation to fight against
malaria. The Gates foundation will donate a mosquito net for every person
who reads his latest blog and takes a subsequent quiz.
Another such philanthropist is the Chairman of WIPRO Azim Premji. He
has used his wealth to embark on a number of philanthropic ventures,
including the Azim Premji Foundation a non-profit organization working
with elementary education in rural government schools in India and the
Azim Premji Philanthropic Initiatives which supports organizations whose
work has significant potential to contribute to social change in synergistic
manner.
The Future us has to be like someone who is made to believe that there is a
possibility of a world which is completely, wholly, self obsessively in love
with itself. It should be our initiative to create a world because we are the
world and we are children and it is our responsibility to make the earth a
place a better place to live in.

